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Minimum Optical Fiber Bend Radius 
 

AEN021, Revision 7 
 
Two considerations limit minimum bend radius of optical fibers.  One is mechanical reliability 
and the other is optical performance. 
 
Mechanical Reliability 
 
Any fiber, regardless of manufacturer, includes surface features which concentrate applied 
stresses and will cause the fiber to break at sufficiently high tension.  Fibers are proof tested in 
manufacturing to preclude breaks under normal operating tensions.  Corning proof tests fibers 
at 100kpsi and recommends limiting long-term stress to 20% of that load (20kpsi). This results 
in virtually zero break probability for any length of fiber.  However, some applications require 
small bends, but are typically limited to a few meters of fiber.  Break probabilities under those 
conditions warrant special consideration. 
 
Bending a fiber places it in tension on the outside of the bend and compression on the inside of 
the bend.  A Ø125μ fiber (glass Ø only) bent to a 32mm radius sustains a 20kpsi maximum 
tension.  Decreasing the bend radius increases the maximum tension and exponentially raises 
break probability.  The number of loops of a given radius required before a break is probable 
illustrates this transition.  Table 1 summarizes this information for Corning optical fibers. 
 

≥50% probability of 1 Break in n Loops 
Radius 32mm 25mm 20mm 15mm 10mm 5mm 

n ~Infinite >108 >107 >107 >106 >105 
Table 1 

  
Optical Performance 
 
The bend loss of an optical fiber is greatly dependent on core geometry: the designed geometry, 
geometric consistency in fiber manufacturing, and geometric distortions due to fiber routing.  
Most fibers exhibit insignificant attenuation increase at bend radii of 25mm or more, though 
some fibers offer better bend performance.  Fiber manufactures should be consulted for specific 
product limits. 
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Optical Fiber Bend Radius vs. Cable Bend Radius 
 
Bend limits of optical fibers and optical fiber cables are unrelated and should not be confused 
with one another.  Optical cable bend radius limits are typically 10x and 15x the cable diameter 
at no tensile load and at rated tensile load respectively.  Cable manufacturers should be 
consulted for specific product limits. 
 
It is sometimes unclear whether a fiber or cable bend limit applies.  Fibers with thin, non-
structural coatings are best characterized as fibers and fiber bend limits usually apply.  
Examples include Ø500μ acrylate buffered fibers and Ø900μ PVC buffered fibers.  Fibers with 
thicker coatings, composite coatings, non-uniform coatings, or structural reinforcements are 
best characterized as cables and manufacturers’ cable bend limits usually apply. 


